Point by Point:

101 Prayers That Strengthen Marriages and Other Relationships

By Elisha Goodman
DISCLAIMER

The advice contained in this material might not be suitable for everyone. The author designed the information to present his opinion about the subject matter. The reader must carefully investigate all aspects of any spiritual decision before committing him—or herself. The author obtained the information contained herein from sources he believes to be reliable and from his own personal experience, but he neither implies nor intends any guarantee of accuracy. The author is not in the business of giving spiritual, physical, or any other type of professional advice. Should the reader need such advice, he or she must seek services from a competent professional. The author particularly disclaims any liability, loss or risk taken by individuals who directly or indirectly act on the information contained herein. The author believes that the advice presented here is sound, but readers cannot hold him responsible for either the actions they take or the result of those actions.
“People today are absolutely STARVED for the relationship of their dreams... The good news is, you can take spiritual action through targeted prayers.”
To Joannie and all my online friends at www.firesprings.com who insisted that I create a realistic, simple and time sensitive prayer plan for *busy people.*
Dear Friend,

I want to welcome you to **Point By Point: 101 Prayer Points That Strengthen Marriages and Relationships**.

If you are like me, you are a busy person and really don’t have time to waste. You don’t have time for complicated plans that are unrealistic and, worst of all, in the long term cause you to be disillusioned... or frustrated.

This prayer plan is based on my own journey with “Time Sensitive” prayers and the success of my online friends.

First of all, there will be NO gifts – meaning you are not required to send donations; NO solicitations to support any cause of any kind; NO pledges or vows; NO laying on of hands; NO miracle handkerchiefs, and NO required positive confession.

Bottom line, with these prayers, there are no obligations, ever. I believe this is critical to successful praying because you'll never need to feel guilty about not doing any of the above.

The first secret to getting answers to prayers that we’re going to use here is **WHEN** you pray. You see, timing is the revolutionary concept that has been kept secret for years.

The second secret is **WHAT** you say during prayer.

Yes, timing will make you see the results fast, and what you say will
guarantee that you get your core desire in the first place.

For now, get ready to pray Time Sensitive prayers. Get ready to usher in the joy of life through the age-old method of time-sensitive praying.

Sincerely,

elisha goodman

Internet’s #1 Prayer Coach
A Spiritual Journey Begins

We are about to go on a short spiritual journey. Before we start, I’d like you to close your eyes and take this prayer with passion in your heart:

“O Lord, open my understanding today in the name of Jesus.”

Let me just congratulate you for taking the step of faith to order this material. What you are holding in your hands might well turn out to be one of the best investments you made in your spiritual life so far ... you will see why shortly.

In The Beginning

The Bible teaches that God made man out of the dust of the earth and put him in a beautiful garden called Eden. Things seemed to be going well but it wasn’t long before the Lord saw that:

“It is not good that man should be alone; I will make him an helper comparable to him.”

- Genesis 2:18

And that’s how the institution of marriage came to be. So God is the author of marriage.

This is a crucial point to understand. Marriage is not a social contract. It is not something we can opt in and out of. In fact, our Lord Jesus specifically said:

“... so then, they [husband and wife] are no longer two but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let not man separate.”

- Matt. 19:6
What Went Wrong?

When you look at the soaring rate of divorce even among Christians today, you may be tempted to wonder what’s really going on.

The truth is that like so many other wonderful things that God set up, marriage is facing an increasing bombardment from the arch-enemy of God and man – satan.

As a matter of fact, the #1 assignment that satan has given to his agents is to destroy marriages as fast and as thoroughly as possible.

The reason for this is not difficult to understand. You see, in God’s program, a godly marriage gives birth to a godly family. A godly family gives birth to a godly community, church and nation.

Family is the major pillar of any strong community, church or nation. But once the foundation of family (marriage) is destroyed, the church, the community and even the entire nation will be adversely affected. Morality will take a nose-dive, giving birth to malignant ungodliness, immorality, sexual perversion and all sorts of depravity ... all aimed at provoking God’s judgment.

I am going to let you in on three secrets.

You see, though the powers fighting the institution of marriage in the modern world may deploy highly sophisticated weapons in their mad quest to turn marriages upside down, you will be able to frustrate their activities against your marriage every single time if you take the 3 key concepts I’m about to share here to heart.
Key Concept #1: What Happened Way Before The Marriage?

It is important to realize that everything has a foundation. The house you are sitting in right now has a foundation. The table you are writing on can be traced back to wood from a certain tree or, if it is glass, dust of the earth (sand).

In the same way your life has a foundation ... a spiritual foundation. For instance the manner of your conception is an important reference point in the spirit.

I remember the story of how the young Christian parents of the great American president Abraham Lincoln met. It happened at a prayer retreat where the Spirit of the Lord was moving powerfully. Prophecy was going forth and a great anointing was released upon the gathering.

During the intense prayer session that followed, the Holy Ghost fell mightily upon one of the brethren and he began to prophesy something to the effect that the LORD had brought a particular brother and sister to the gathering for a very special assignment. They were going to meet and later on start a family ... and through this union the Lord would bring great deliverance to the entire nation.

I get goose bumps even as I write this. It was out of such a humble prophetic setting that the young parents of President Lincoln met. Six months later they were married. Their famous son was born the following year. For those who do not know, Abraham Lincoln was arguably the greatest American president. He led his nation through a bitter civil war, in the process putting his name on the right side of history as the president who abolished the evil and obnoxious enterprise called the slave trade.

Because he fulfilled that divine mandate, today the USA is
recognized as the great bastion of human freedom and liberty. It is a beacon to all people everywhere who yearn to be free to fulfill their divine destiny.

Unfortunately for many people the story is the opposite. Unlike the young parents of Abraham Lincoln who were to be found at a prayer meeting when it mattered most, many parents of present-day Christians are busy consulting with psychics, mediums, sorcerers and witchcraft practitioners of all shades and descriptions ... over the crucial matters of their children’s conception and birth.

Though their offsprings had nothing to say about the matter, the covenants and evil linkages these parents formed with dark powers have continued to hunt them even now, in many cases leading to marital distress, barrenness and failure.

For you to understand why these past demonic linkages are so deadly, it is important to understand a principle of God which all spirits and demons obey.

This principle is found in Psalm 115 verse 16:

The heaven, even the heavens, are the Lord's: but the earth has he given to the children of men.

Please take note of the last part of the verse “... the earth He has given to the children of men.”

The earth belongs to the children of men. It belongs to human beings. This is a spiritual principle, a cardinal decree of God well known in all the realms of the spirit.

Based on this principle, nothing can happen on the earth without the support, cooperation and agreement of a man or woman.
No power can operate on earth or cause a movement on the earth without the cooperation of human beings.

And watch this:

Neither God nor satan can do anything on the earth until they have received the support of a human person, because...

**“the earth He has given to the children of men.”**

This is why the cause of God can suffer on the earth if He fails to get the sympathy and enthusiastic support of men and women.

This is why God has to wait for people to pray and fast and persevere before He could do what He Himself has always been willing to do!

This is why Jesus had to become a human person to live on the earth because to work on the earth He must either get the cooperation of man or become a man Himself.

Any being who is alien to the citizenship of the earth cannot just operate on the earth, because...

**“The earth He has given to men.”**

Because of this, evil spirits cannot come and live in the world directly because they are alien entities on the earth.

Satan cannot come and attack marriages directly until he finds human proxies like witches, fortune tellers, astrologers, mediums, psychics, you name them.

They all must abide by that principle and decree of the Almighty.
Therefore the only way open for them is through the cooperation of human personalities.

The powers of “god” operating in the land usually do so by “proxies” i.e. through human representatives and partnerships.

Through human-spirit partnerships satan’s hordes can continue their assignment of perpetrating their havocs undetected.

The human proxy or representative will provide him the light and guide and contact with the physical world. Since the human partner is on the earth and a citizen of the earth he can give access to the spirit beings on the earth.

Therefore these spirits can operate against marriages (or anything else) in any environment without violating God’s decree... through their human proxy, partner and representative.

This is the foundational basis behind the operation of invisible powers in any environment.

Against marriages and relationships. Against finances. Even against the health and wellbeing of people.

Please remember that I mentioned earlier that the devil has given his agents the marching orders. The task of destroying as many marriages as possible are their #1 assignment.

Satan is a spirit. His demons and fallen angels are spirits too. According to the biblical principle I’ve shared, they cannot really operate effectively on the earth until they have support of human beings.

Who do you suppose are the human agents working in concert with the devil to fulfill his #1 assignment of marriage destruction?
I will tell you again:

Mediums, psychics, fortune tellers, astrologers, sorcerers, witches, etc.

You should not take anything at face value. If you or anyone in your family has ever consulted them on your behalf, your marriage could be in trouble now because of it.

Why?

Because underneath their seemingly helpful activities, these agents in disguise have a deadly and urgent mandate to capture and bring unsuspecting people and their entire generations into perpetual bondage.

And that leads us directly to the next key concept.

**Key Concept #2**

**Have You Walked Into A Trap?**

What I am about to share now is very deep. Please pray that the Lord will grant you understanding. It is my responsibility to make this information available to you and also to show you the way out. But what you do with it is totally up to you.

I just talked about the fact that so many people (including some parents) are in the habit of consulting with undercover satanic agents who are basically running a shop front for satan. As soon as you or your parents (or someone who has spiritual authority over your life) goes to seek for help from them, an alarm goes off in the spirit realm.
The first thing that has to happen is that you MUST be manipulated into forming a covenant relationship with the spirit beings that they represent. You need certain covenant materials to do this. These may vary from culture to culture. In certain cultures, they could ask for things like money, animals (so they can form blood covenants), wine, clothes, etc.

In some cultures they might require you to offer these materials in order to “appease” some powers on your behalf. But in sophisticated societies like North America all you have to bring is money ... they will take care of the rest.

In many cases, they will tell you that they are communicating with some guardian “angel” or good spirit on your behalf.

Well, let me translate that for you:

What they are saying is this...

“We have successfully joined you in a marriage covenant with terribly wicked spirits and from today you belong to these spirits, period.”

This is an express ticket to bondage. Some of these occult agents are so wicked that they will manipulate you to say things that could condemn up to ten generations of your family (yet unborn) into bondage! PLUS dedicating your finances to money swallowing demons and covertly initiating you into witchcraft.

All this without your knowledge. In fact you might be thinking that they are trying to help you. Nothing can be further from the truth.

After this initiation or dedication or marriage, don’t be surprised if you suddenly find yourself being wedded in the dream. Or find people giving you a hot chase in the dream ... or laying claim on
your property.

Please note that it does not matter whether the incident took place last year or last millennium, whether it happened between your grandparents and some satanic agents who disguised themselves as helpers. The marriage covenant is nevertheless valid and will continue to remain in force until someone comes along with the unchallengeable anointing of the Holy Spirit to break it.

Actually if you can see in the spirit, there are marriage or initiation certificates to prove that the type of spiritual marriage I referred to really did take place. As far as the spirit realm is concerned, you plus whatever it is you were married to are one, according to the Scripture in Matthew chapter 19:6

“So then they are no longer two but one flesh....”

It is very sad when you notice that many people including Christians are married to something in the spirit realm that they know nothing about.

I don’t mean to scare you but many people you know are married to serpents in the spirit.

This is an email exchange I had with a visitor to my website this past July. See what you can make of it:

**Email #1:**

“Hello i have come to know about your site 3days ago and am being blessed already i have been praying for a promotion for some time now but it has not come my way i have been working as a cashier for three years when am can be an assistant accountant i now believe i will receive it with your teaching and prayer God will surely answer me as he has answer many you have taught.the
other thing is an dating a pastor who wanted to marry me next year march but of late he seem to be changing his mind i prayed about it for God to show me than i had a dream about a man sleeping in my bed then turned into a snake he is town today and coming to see me after work things have not been OK he has not been calling me i pray he does not leave me i love him and he is the desire of my heart. Stay blessed."

- name withheld to protect identity

Email #2 (My Response)

Listen:

You have a spirit husband (a snake) and it will do all in its power to prevent that pastor from marrying you! Better look for an anointed deliverance ministry and run yourself through 21 days of fasting and prayer.

If you want to know what type of fasting, join the Prayer Academy.

Don't just sit there. Do something about this.

elisha

Email #3 (The Result)

“i first send you mail about the dream i had about a man in my bed than turned into a snake you told me to run myself into 21 days prayer and fasting and i did just from 11 to 31 of August and now all has been turning well for me again the pastor loves me no more problems we will be planing for our wedding he is coming
to see me tomorrow because he lives outside the town i live in. you are a God send may god richly bless you…”

What I have been saying here is not unproven theory. I cannot tell you how many people come to my site (from 117 countries of the world) having this same problem.

Some are in a homosexual relationship in the spirit world without even knowing it!

Some are married to witchcraft personalities in the family e.g. their mother, father, grandmother, uncles, etc. and they have no clue about it at all.

All they know is that they keep seeing these people in the dream but do not understand why.

You now understand why Jesus said He came to set the captives free?

You and I should always be grateful that Jesus came to set us free from this type of hidden captivity. Praise His holy name!

But deliverance does not happen automatically the moment you give your life to Christ, as many people have been misled to believe.

You may still be in bondage today because one of your forebears, whether knowingly or unknowingly, committed your entire lineage into an evil covenant or dedication years and years ago.

You may be a believer today and we thank the Lord for that miracle of salvation. But friend, you need to break of that evil covenant or dedication, cancel the curses associated with them, bind their demons and cast them into the pit ... then release the blessings of
God upon your life and subsequent generations.

How to do this?

Through aggressive and well-targeted prayer and fasting ... such as the one I will be taking you through shortly, if you let me.

I need to tell you this: Once a person is married in the spirit, any physical marriage here will be full of trouble. It cannot last. You might struggle to keep it afloat for awhile but it will not work for long.

Sooner or later many partners begin to feel like the mythical Sisyphus who was given an eternal punishment to push a huge rock up a hill forever ... an impossible assignemt.

But with our GOD nothing shall be impossible. He alone can give your marriage a touch of fire.

I must warn you though: It may take you weeks, even month, of seeking His face through prayer and fasting for something to happen.

Why? Is it because God is difficult to reach?

Not at all. It is because the very foundation of your marriage may have been destroyed even before you were born. And that’s why the Scripture asks:

“If the foundation be destroyed, what can the righteous do?”

This leads us to the next key concept.
**Key Concept #3**

**What Happened Just Before You Got Married?**

When there is a hidden, undetected problem hiding at the foundation of one’s life, such as the cases I’ve described, everything may appear to be going on well ... on the surface.

That is, until the person attempts to get married. It will just be like someone opened the gates of hell and let out the hordes: Finances just dries up, fights erupts everywhere like a volcano, the person begins to make unbelievable mistakes, etc.

In our Singles’ Forum, I teach that there are 9 fundamental mistakes that I see most Christian singles make... that can spell doom for their marriage even before it happens.

Please keep in mind that I have received over 58,000 emails from Christians of all shades and denominations in the last three years. These issues are universal and you neglect them at your peril. I discuss some of them here...

**Mistake #1**

*Having idols in the heart*

This is one of the biggies. Please pay close attention here. In the Bible, anything that takes the place of God in your heart is an idol. God wants to have first place in your life. Especially when it comes to the issue of a godly spouse. HE has already kept His best for you. And you have to go to Him in prayer to find out.

And here lies the danger ...

If you go to God with your mind already made up about someone you want and then just ask Him to “rubberstamp” your preference for you ... by asking Him to show you if that person is your godly spouse, you will most likely hear the voice of your own emotions...
echoed back to you ... and NOT really God’s voice.

In this case, HE will say YES if He sees that in your heart of hearts you’ve already made up your mind!

The Bible actually says that if you come to God with an idol in your heart He will answer you according to what you have in your heart.

Here’s how the Bible puts it:

"Therefore speak to them, and say to them, 'Thus says the Lord GOD: 'Everyone of the house of Israel who sets up his idols in his heart, and puts before him what causes him to stumble into iniquity, and then comes to the prophet, I the LORD will answer him who comes, according to the multitude of his idols.'

Ezek 14:4

This is a pretty scary thought!

It means that MOST Singles going around saying they heard from God this or that person is God’s choice for them ... are merely deceiving themselves.

And heading for disaster without knowing it.

They will need to clear away their preconceived ideas about those they want and don’t want ... and allow the LORD to lead them to His choice for them.

And He does lead people to His choices. I’ll tell you about Rebecca in the Bible in a moment.
**Mistake #2**

*Ignoring your vehicle of destiny*

Your vehicle of destiny is a certain skill, talent, attribute or gift that God has given you ... by means of which He will deliver His best for your life, including your godly spouse. For some it is hospitality. For others it is the milk of human kindness. For others it is the ability to be persistent in the face of all odds.

Yours could be spiritual or physical. Maybe the ability to sing. Or help others in one way or the other. It is supposed to be your most dominant attribute. But if you don’t recognize it ... and make full use of it, most of your blessings will be passing you by.

We see a good example of this in the Bible when we read the fascinating story of a young woman called Rebekah and how she got her godly spouse.

Unknown to her, the patriarch Abraham had sent his servant to her community to find a wife for Isaac. And the servant had journeyed for days until he arrived at the public water supply where Rebekah was soon to come to fetch water.

The man then prayed and asked the LORD to show him His choice for his master’s son, Isaac. In his prayer he asked that the chosen woman would be the one to give him and his camels drink.

Here’s where it gets interesting and you need to pay even closer attention... as we pick up the story from the Bible:

> Then he said, "O LORD God of my master Abraham, please give me success this day, and show kindness to my master Abraham. Behold, here I stand by the well of water, and the daughters of the men of the city are coming out to draw water. Now let it be that the young woman to whom I say, 'Please let down your pitcher that I may drink,' and she says, 'Drink, and I will also give your camels a drink' -- let her be the one You have appointed for Your servant Isaac. And by this I will know that You have shown kindness to my master."
And it happened, before he had finished speaking, that behold, Rebekah, who was born to Bethuel, son of Milcah, the wife of Nahor, Abraham’s brother, came out with her pitcher on her shoulder. Now the young woman was very beautiful to behold, a virgin; no man had known her. And she went down to the well, filled her pitcher, and came up. And the servant ran to meet her and said, "Please let me drink a little water from your pitcher."

So she said, "Drink, my lord." Then she quickly let her pitcher down to her hand, and gave him a drink. And when she had finished giving him a drink, she said, "I will draw water for your camels also, until they have finished drinking." Then she quickly emptied her pitcher into the trough, ran back to the well to draw water, and drew for all his camels. And the man, wondering at her, remained silent so as to know whether the LORD had made his journey prosperous or not.

- Gen 24:12-21

The man barely finished praying ... and Rebekah was already there as an answer to prayer! Magnetized by the power of that prayer. That’s why I tell people that the surest way of finding your godly spouse is through prayer.

Now, Rebekah had to do something to show that she was truly the one. This was no easy job, considering she had to fetch water not just for the servant but for all 10 camels as well!

What was her vehicle of destiny?

Kindness. Hospitality.

She stood head and shoulders above the crowd by this singular action.

Sure, she was beautiful ... but that hardly counts. After all there
must have been girls even more beautiful ... but they didn’t make the cut.

Another quick example from the Bible ... just in case that powerful example hasn’t convinced you yet.

The heartbreaking story of Ruth. And how she found her godly spouse...

But Ruth said:

"Entreat me not to leave you,
Or to turn back from following after you;
For wherever you go, I will go;
And wherever you lodge, I will lodge;
Your people shall be my people,
And your God, my God.
Where you die, I will die,
And there will I be buried.
The LORD do so to me, and more also,
If anything but death parts you and me."

- Ruth 1:16-17

Because of her loyalty to her mother-in-law even when she had good reason to abandon her in trying times ... she ended up getting married to Boaz, a man of great substance, thereby landing in the all-time Spiritual Hall of Fame.

Because with that marriage she became part of the lineage of our Lord Jesus Christ!
Pretty powerful stuff.

There are so many instances of this in the Scripture.

My question is:

*Do you even recognize what your vehicle of destiny is?*

In this era of fierce competition, is it possible that you have been busy trying to copy and imitate what others are doing ... in the process neglecting you God-given attributes and divine endowments?

Here’s the risk:

If you have not identified and polished that vehicle of destiny, how do you think you will ever meet your godly spouse?

Think about it.

**Mistake #3**

*Engaging in any form of sex outside marriage*

The Bible says clearly that our body is the temple of the Holy Ghost. We are warned against all form of sexual activity outside marriage.

When you violate this important spiritual principle, you literally give the devil license to put you in a spiritual cage.

No one can find you.

Or propose marriage.

Period.

You could still be walking around – as beautiful as ever - but in the spiritual realm the devil has already written something like “Not Available” right across your forehead.

Why?
Because you now belong to him.

You are not available for anyone else. That’s why you could be in the same church, office or community with your God-ordained partner for years and he / she will NEVER notice you.

Or if he /she does, it will never cross their mind that you could be the one.

Their eyes have been covered with a spiritual veil and no amount of positive confession or physical beauty can change that fact.

What I am saying, those with spiritual eyes can confirm it.

Do you see beautiful Singles wandering around in your church without a single marriage proposal?

Or those who get proposed to just wake up to discover that it’s not on?

Now if such “unavailable” Singles happen to force themselves on someone out of desperation, you can be sure that disaster is just waiting to happen.

So those holiness preachers who have the courage to still insist that there should be no sex before marriages sure know a thing or two.

And you can be sure that the divorce rate among Christians will drop to its lowest levels if this one is given the attention it deserves.

Now there’s an even more dangerous trend in our corner of the world these days. Sexual perversion like same-sex marriages is taking place right inside the church.

In the Bible this is the one sin that God never tolerates at all. Anyone who is engaging in (or even tolerating) homosexuality or lesbianism is directly in the line of fire. And God is the one who pulls the trigger here.

Unless they repent... and quickly too!
**Mistake #4**

Being ignorant of the mystery of spiritual marriage

There is something called spiritual marriage. So many Singles who are unable to get married in the physical are already married to certain spirits as far as the spiritual world is concerned.

You will have a clue if you regularly have sex in the dream, or wake up feeling sexually aroused.

This used to be a closely guarded secret until certain prayer warriors made it their business to get at the root of this issue. What they found out in Scripture as well as in real-life events shows quite graphically that so many people including Christians have been entangled in this evil web without even knowing it.

Now if someone is married in the spirit realm, it is a legal binding contract and one that cannot easily be broken except by violent prayer and fasting. Ordinary confessing the Word of God does not work here. It needs targeted prayer and a peculiar kind of fasting to deal with it successfully.

Because if this is not dealt with, it can result in late marriages, and if the person manages to get married at all, it will just be like the hordes of hell have been let loose on that marriage. No one will enjoy it. The spirit spouse will introduce all kinds of financial, health and marital problems ... just to break the marriage and return the person to square one.

This happens to both males and females. Whether Christian or not.

The mistake here is that many Christians and pastors do not believe this can happen to them. But anyone with the gift of the Holy Spirit called “the gift of discernment” can actually see these spirits at work on their victims!

Good news:

There are specific prayer points to break off this kind of evil marriage and release you from captivity of satan. Some of our
prayer points are specifically targeted at this.

*Mistake #5*

Getting involved in ungodly associations

Ungodly associations such as consulting with astrologers, mediums, witches, occult people can lead you into forming soul ties with such people. What’s worse, they can plant a spiritual device in a person to monitor her anywhere she goes. And when anything good is about to happen to a person an alarm is activated in the spirit realm and invisible powers are quickly assigned to abort it.

That is why many people fail at the edge of their miracles. They are being followed about and monitored by invisible powers they cannot see. If and when the person happens to meet their godly spouse, an announcement goes out in the spirit realm to make sure the relationship is disrupted. At any cost!

My heart bleeds for Christians who have not been taught how to deal with powers that arise out of evil associations. For some people, the evil associations were formed generations ago, but they are still active even today in the lives of the children.

Those whose parents were members of freemason and other occult and witchcraft groups would be deceiving themselves if they felt that they are not still being pursued by the powers of those cults. They may be Christians now but they have to destroy their foothold in their lives and keep a constant watch so those things don’t come back to haunt them.

Why is this so important?

Because the moment you get initiated into a cult group, you become legally married to the deities operating there. Just like when you gave your life to Christ, you became part of the Body of Christ, which is also known as the Bride of Christ.

Yes, you are married to whatever you worship!
If you are a vigilant and prayerful Christian, there should be a hedge around you and the enemy cannot claim ownership of you anymore.

But if you stray away from that hedge by committing sin (especially sexual sins) you open yourself up to a strong and aggressive counterattack by the enemy.

Who are bent on caging you ... and all your blessings.

It saddens me to see Christians reading the horoscopes. And consulting with mediums on TV. These are expressways back to the cage. And in the spiritual cage, you can forget the thought of ever seeing your godly spouse.

There is an invisible stamp on the forehead saying “Not Available.”

**Mistake #6**

**Ignoring unbroken covenants**

A covenant is an agreement binding on two or more parties. Some could be generational. Others could be as a result of one’s present activities. If you’ve been reading my materials for a while you will know what a covenant is. And how to deal with it.

There is a particularly important hidden covenant that doesn’t get mentioned all that often. You need to be aware of it when dealing with the subject of your godly spouse.

It is called the covenant with the first sexual partner.

A hidden but very powerful covenant is formed with the first person you had sex with. In fact it is a covenant of blood – very stubborn to break.

The blood of Jesus gives us the right to break that particular covenant and loose ourselves from its evil consequences. Otherwise some may go through life stuck with the memories, especially if it was a case of abuse or rape or incest as so often is the case.
The spiritual and emotional wounds really take long to heal (if they ever heal at all) ... and is one of the hidden causes such people either find it difficult to get married or stay in a relationship if they manage to get into one.

**Mistake #7:**

**Dismissing the subject of unholy dressing**

When Christians insist on dressing like the people of the world, they end up attracting the unwanted attention of spirit beings ... who are enamored by their sexy dressing... and insist on following them around, fighting and quarreling over them just like humans would.

Oh, if only your spiritual eyes were open to see the calamity some have brought on themselves by these half-clad, skimpy and indecent dressing that pass for fashion.

A pertinent question should be:

Since these people have been dressing like these, have they found their spouse yet?

What they end up doing is driving away their God-ordained spouse unintentionally because these invisible powers following them around want them all to themselves ... without any competition!

If you are a Bible student you will even notice a Scripture in 1 Corinthians 11 verse 10 that warns about women covering their hair.

Out of many reasons given by the Bible, this mysterious one stands out:

“BECAUSE OF THE ANGELS”

And this is in the New Testament.

In the Old Testament we read about certain sons of God coming to marry the daughters of men.
Now it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to them, that the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they were beautiful; and they took wives for themselves of all whom they chose.

- Gen 6:1-2

The sons of God mentioned here are NOT human beings but spiritual beings that took a fancy to women to the extent of marrying them ...

And provoking divine judgment ...

Please be careful how you dress.

Both visible and invisible entities are watching you!

**Mistake #8:**

**Ignoring the activities of evil manipulators**

There are matchmakers in the spiritual world. Most of them evil. Their job is provide counterfeit spouses. And manipulate people out of the will of God.

Now, the Bible clearly warns against “being unequally yoked together with unbelievers” in 2 Corinthians 6 verse 14.

Some Singles amuse me when they attempt to rationalize a relationship with an unbeliever. They want to win them to Christ, so the thinking goes. These ungodly people are really nice folks and they will come round once they get married. And so on.

This is nothing but an exercise in self-deception. Especially when you realize that these kind of Christians have never brough a single soul to the feet of Christ.
What makes them think they can win someone they are emotionally involved with?

Blind emotion. Lust. And totally unscriptural logic.

If you allow yourself to fall into this situation, know for certain that you have been captured by the manipulators in the spirit realm. It’s their job to carry out evil matchmaking. And to destroy the relationship later.

Don’t make the mistake of thinking you can ever win someone you are emotionally involved with ... to Christ. The reverse is what normally happens. Sure you can pray for them. Tell them about JESUS.

But it is the job of the Holy Spirit to bring them to the Lord, not yours.

**Mistake #9**

**Leaving unbroken curses in place**

Many Singles today come from cursed families or communities ... where people never stay married, separation and divorce is the order of the day, etc. Even in some families, all the women never get married. Or marry late. Or have broken marriages.

You know why?

Because they are all operating under a strong anti-marriage curse. Most likely they are all married to the same invisible powers in the spirit realm that will not allow any human competition.

If you are a genuine Christian, living a holy and blameless life before the Lord, you have every authority to break out of any collective curse that puts people in captivity in your family or community.

And there are wonderful prayers to use for release from all anti-
3 Deadly Mistakes ...
Of The Shepherds

The 3 Deadly Mistakes Marriage Counselors
Don't Even Know They Are Making

Mistake #1:
Using the wrong spiritual tools

What I have just shared with you is a brief summary of 77 years of spiritual research carried out by some of God’s best warriors in the trenches of spiritual action.

Fully supported by painstaking biblical research.

It is not armchair theory.

Now for anyone to counsel you effectively, they must possess at least one spiritual gift. Out of the 9 gifts of the Holy Spirit mentioned in the book of 1 Corinthians chapter 12, none is as crucially important (in this connection) as the gift of “discerning of spirits.”

This ONE gift really unveils the spiritual world for you to see all the intense frenetic activities going on there.

Just like watching a movie!

In case that sounds strange, let me take you to just one graphic incident out of many in the Bible.

Here we find some kings about to go into war. One of them, a God
fearing man, persuaded them to find out what the mind of the Lord was concerning the battle ahead.

Many so-called prophets were invited and they came with much fanfare ... to tell the kings what they wanted to hear.

But there was a prophet there, Micaiah by name, who had the rare ability to see the spirit realm clearly.

He could see spirits with his naked eyes. He could hear the Lord giving orders about the battle. He could even see the spirit that was assigned to lead both the so-called prophets and the kings into error!

Hear this exciting prophet in action:

Then Micaiah said, "Therefore hear the word of the LORD: I saw the LORD sitting on His throne, and all the host of heaven standing by, on His right hand and on His left. And the LORD said, 'Who will persuade Ahab to go up, that he may fall at Ramoth Gilead?' So one spoke in this manner, and another spoke in that manner. Then a spirit came forward and stood before the LORD, and said, 'I will persuade him.' The LORD said to him, 'In what way?' So he said, 'I will go out and be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.' And the LORD said,'You shall persuade him, and also prevail. Go out and do so.'

- 1 Kings 22:19-23

For anyone to counsel you effectively, they must have some deep insights into the Word of God ... and the way that works both in the spirit realm and in the physical.

The problems of late marriages and relationships in general have deep roots in the spiritual ... and only those who are divinely equipped through consistent prayer, fasting and holy living can successfully counsel and advise you.
I encourage Singles to get in the DIY (Do-It-Yourself) mode and seek to receive divine revelations about their marriage for themselves ... directly from the Lord. That way whatever someone else is saying will only confirm what you have received already.

Great thing about this is:

No one will be able to manipulate you.

Otherwise you could fall into the hands of pop-psychologists or even Satanists masquerading as ministers of the gospel who sole aim is to divert people out of the will of God.

**Mistake #2**

**Spiritual ignorance and laziness**

If someone is counseling you and hates fasting and prayers you should be careful.

Even if they have big church titles.

And if they do NOT know the Word of God concerning relationships, then I suggest you run away from them. No matter how popular they are.

Why?

Because in their spiritual ignorance, they will only be telling you what they think you want to hear, with little or no direct revelation from the Lord.

This is a recipe for disaster ... a classic case of the blind leading the blind that Jesus so often talked about!
Mistake #3

*Falling for the 20/80 trap*

Where do you suppose all the relationship advice you hear from many TV pulpits today are coming from?

Psychology.

Self-improvement new-age cults.

A strange admixture of Christianity and self-help ...

That is, you get 20% Christianity and 80% Eastern cult thrown into the mix!

Why?

Since most relationship experts lack fresh, timely spiritual information (like Micaiah that we just read about), they resort to filling the gap with half-truths and even downright falsehoods. Those who bother to reference Scripture at all still end up with 80% psychology and 20% spiritual advice.

Not good enough.

No relationship can stand on the basis of a mere 20% content of the Word of God.

You have to go all the way. Or find those who can help you go all the way.

Because all the secrets to successful relationships are buried deep in the Word of God.

It takes purposeful fasting and prayer to excavate them on the one hand ... and the Holy Spirit to teach us how to apply them and get results, on the other.
The Great Parable in Luke 8

“What therefore God has joined together let not man separate” – Matt. 19:6

The Lord Jesus often used stories called parables in the Bible to drive home crucial spiritual principles. We remember some of the popular ones:

- The parable of the prodigal son
- The parable of the wicked vinedressers
- The parable of the mustard seed
- The parable of the tares
  and many others.

One of the most notable parables in the Bible is the parable of the sower in Luke chapter 8. It is one that left the disciples scratching their heads. They couldn’t figure it out. But, among other things, this parable holds the key to a powerful principle that acts as a “glue” to keep marriages and other family relationships together.

We will look at this story in some detail, starting with the audience.

**The Audience**

“Now it came to pass, afterward, that He went through every city and village, preaching and bringing the glad tidings of the kingdom of God.

And the twelve were with Him, and certain women who had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities – Mary called Magdalene, out of whom had come
seven demons, and Joanna the wife of Chuza, Herod’s steward, and Susanna, and many others who provided for Him from their substance. And when a great multitude had gathered, and they had come to Him from every city, He spoke by a parable.

Luke 8: 1 – 4

Notice that there were 3 distinct groups of people in the audience:

• The twelve apostles
• The women (some mentioned by name)
• A big crowd of people

We’re now ready to move to the parable itself.

The Parable

“A sower went out to sow his seed. And as he sowed, some fell by the wayside; and it was trampled down, and the birds of the air devoured it.

Some fell on rock; and as soon as it sprang up, it withered away because it lacked moisture.

And some fell among thorns, and the thorns sprang up with it and choked it.

But others fell on good ground, sprang up, and yielded a crop a hundred fold.”

When He had said these things He cried, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear!”

Luke 8:5 – 8
He drew a blank there. Many in the audience just did not understand the meaning of this.

So they went back and asked Him, in private, “What does this parable mean?”

Here’s how He explained it to them:

**The Parable Explained**

*Now the parable is this: The seed is the word of God. Those by the wayside are the ones who hear; then the devil comes and takes away the word out of their hearts, lest they should believe and be saved.*

*But the ones on the rock are those who, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and these have no root, who believe for a while and in time of temptation fall away.*

*Now the ones that fell among thorns are those who, when they have heard, go out and are choked with cares, riches and pleasures of life, and bring no fruit to maturity.*

*But the ones that fell on the good ground are those who, having heard the word with a noble and good heart, keep it and bear fruit with patience.*

*Luke 8: 11 – 15*
12 Important Keys

1. “The seed is the word of God” Substitute “love” for “the word of God,” and you’re seeing the light! Why? Because “love” is one of the product of the word of God, or more precisely, is a fruit of the Spirit of God. Others are: joy, peace, kindness, faithfulness, etc. (Gal. 5:22).

2. The seed can be taken away (stolen). It can be trampled down. It can be starved of spiritual nourishment (moisture). It can be suffocated or choked to death.

3. The Lord Jesus clearly identified the devil (or Satan) as the culprit behind such destructive activities.

4. Satan has the ability to steal the love, joy, peace and even finances from your home and relationships, if you fail to take timely spiritual action!

5. Birds are sometimes used in the Bible as a symbol to represent the activities of Satan against people (now you know, don’t be surprised to hear someone praying against evil birds).

6. Jesus mentioned the name “Satan” more than anyone else in the Bible! He wanted us to know how to detect his activities against us. He wanted us to learn to resist him.

7. Recognize that Satan hates a good marriage. A good marriage is a powerful force against evil. In a good marriage, a husband and wife will strengthen one another for God. They will teach their children how to discern between good and evil.

8. Learn to take authority over every attack of satan in your home and relationships. Learn to recognize satanic attacks upon your family and use your authority as a born again Christian. You can take control by using the name of Jesus... and by praying
specifically against the activities of satan and his agents.

9. Minimize the problem areas of your relationships. Do not talk to just anybody or everybody about problems in your marriage. Convert your talking time to prayer time.

10. Let go of anger, bitterness, hatred, fear, unforgiveness and wrong use of the tongue. Instead, learn to pray often in the language of the Spirit.

11. Learn the specific prayer points that nullify satanic attacks. Well-targeted prayers can cancel satan’s assignment against your spouse and loved ones. Specific, focused prayers such as the ones in this book have been proven to be devastating in effect and action. Use them boldly and expect miraculous results.

12. By praying certain prayers persistently over a period of time (7 days, 21 days, 30 days, etc) you can generate enough divine energy to “firewall” your spouse, loved ones and marriage against just about every negative spiritual activity on this planet.

---

Closing Thoughts...

Before You Pray

Recall we saw that certain women were in the audience when Jesus was teaching this parable. Someone has suggested that these certain women learned the teachings so well that in the days that Jesus walked the earth, the divorce rate actually dropped! It became almost impossible to divorce these women as casually as before.

Men (who previously were able to switch from one woman to another just like you’d change clothes – under the laws of Moses)
were really worried that they couldn’t carry on as before.

So what did they do?

They went to Jesus and questioned Him very closely about divorce. Whether that was one of the reasons for their question or not, you’ll appreciate the fact that not a single incident of divorce is recorded in the gospels!

Let’s get back to the present.

What’s all this got to do with a believer in 21st century America? Or Europe. Or for that matter Asia. Or Africa.

The answer is: Two things.

#1

If you want to keep your marriage, family and relationships you need to quickly put on the uniform of a spiritual detective and go into the field (Bible) to inspect everything God says about marriage and relationships:

You will:

- Look under every rock
- Poke into every closet
- Roam and rummage through back offices
- Interview the author (God)
- Interview His best “salespeople” (ministers of the gospel)
- Interview His enthusiastic “customers” (Christians with successful family relationships)
- And anyone else standing around

From this exercise, you’ll gather a gold miner’s sack of fascinating
spiritual nuggets, each of which will outweigh a thousand secular opinions.

#2

Chisel away at the golden nuggets of information you receive. With the Holy Spirit as your guide:

- Refine your information into gleaming insights
- Hammer them into powerful prayer points
- Fasten them to every aspect of your marriage and relationships
- Then polish and polish until your fingers ache (i.e. pray)

You will create a glittering necklace of desire that attracts the eye, fires the imagination, and dazzles your spouse so much that he will want to keep and maintain it with great care.

Like gold in many forms, your relationship will not only attract the attention of your spouse, but also simultaneously trigger a desire to keep it forever.

Wow. Sounds like too much work?

Relax. 90% of the work has been done for you... that’s the good news. In the prayer section, you’ll see the result of that hard work.

What now remains is for you to actually PRAY them and experience the results for yourself. Those who are praying these simple prayers as prescribed are daily encountering powerful divine intervention in their marriages and relationships. Some happen immediately. Others take longer. Something ALWAYS happens when these prayers are prayed with faith in God, the author of this mysterious gift called marriage.

Let’s go to the prayers.
Prayers of Honey And Spice
How To Say A Final Goodbye To Marital Distress

Step 1: You need to deeply repent and ask the Lord for forgiveness

Step 2: Make atonement by the blood of Jesus

Step 3: Identify and locate entry points

Step 4: Reject and renounce all ungodly relationships and associations

Step 5: Issue a bill of divorce in the spirit realm

Step 6: Bind and cast out evil plantations from your life

Step 7: Command evil spiritual deposit to depart

Step 8: Execute judgment on stubborn powers that refuse to let you go

Step 9: Learn to pray the type of prayers that draws your godly spouse to you magnetically – just like Abraham’s servant in the Bible

You may now be asking:

How on earth am I supposed to be able to do all these?

Relax. There’s good news ahead... I’ve done MOST of the work for you!

But first...

What if you decide to ignore this message?

If you’ve read this far ... and you decide to go back to sitting around, hoping against hope that everything will be miraculously sorted out ... without you having to take any ACTION now?
Please permit me to highlight 12 dangers lurking on the highway of relationships and marriages in the 21st century.

These are the major headaches in the Christian community today ... and they are posing HUGE challenges to most congregations today.

These 12 things are at the root of the astronomical rate of divorce among Christians NOW (please take it from someone who is in the frontlines)...

1. Getting married when one or both partners have not committed their lives to God.
2. Getting married as a result of accidental pregnancy.
3. Engaging in sex before marriage for whatever reason.
4. Consulting with fortune tellers, mediums and false prophets about your marriage.
5. Getting involved with forced marriages.
6. Retaining evil deposits in the body as a result of sexual pollution as a child or youth.
7. Being in a marriage sealed with evil blood covenants, whether you know it or not.
8. Getting married out of desperation.
9. Getting married to an ungodly spouse (hoping to convert them to Christ later).
10. Getting married solely on the basis of lust and physical attraction.
11. Getting married out of greed and lust for material gain.
12. Getting married on the basis of evil prophecies and fake dreams.
The prayers in this manual have been designed to deal with all the issues discussed here.

PLUS...

Eliminate the following anti-marriage yokes, so you will begin to enjoy the milk and honey of your marriage ... in the weeks ahead.

Specifically, the prayers will quickly help you to:

1. repair bad marriage foundation.
2. break hidden anti-marriage curses, if any.
3. destroy inherited satanic priesthood, if any.
4. eliminate ungodly covenants and cancel their effects.
5. break off anti-marriage spells, jinxes and bewitchment.
6. destroy the grip of spiritual strongmen assigned to hinder godly marriages.
7. release you from collective family patterns, sins and evil marks.
8. separate you from occult and dark practices designed to hinder marriages ... in your family or environment that you might not even be aware of!
9. Release you (and your spouse) from the cage of evil spiritual marriages.
10. Wipe away the handwriting of debt and poverty from your life.
11. Loose you from the grip of anti-marriage infirmity.
12. Remove the curse of strange and rebellious children.
13. Charge up your life with the divine fire of God that attracts blessings, favor and goodness.
21–Day Prayer Journal

Here’s the order of battle i.e. how we are going to be praying for 21 days. If you are among the 1000s who participate in our online Prayer Marathons, you will have a good idea what this is about.

There are embedded prayers here to guide and help you:

1. Repent before the LORD and receive His forgiveness
2. Break anti-marriage yokes, curses and covenants
3. Break evil dedication and soul-ties
4. Eject satanic plantations and evacuate evil deposits
5. Send confusion to the camp of the enemy (of your marriage)
6. Withdraw your virtues from evil altars (blood, clothes, finances)
7. Break evil spiritual marriages (no more sex in the dream)
8. Destroy evil family patterns i.e. divorce, separation, abusive relationships, etc.
9. Dismantle invisible walls separating you and your spouse
10. Know the secrets (that the enemy is using to fight your marriage)
11. Loose the grip of anger (so you don’t foolishly destroy your marriage in a fit of anger)
12. Receive the baptism of fire ... for total spiritual reconditioning
13. Receive the baptism of fresh fire ... for spiritual exploits
14. Release your partner from the cage of strange men and women
15  Pray on target to sanitize your home

16  Pray against anti-marriage infirmity (STDs, blood diseases, tumors, etc)

17  Carry out environmental spiritual sanitation (I'll show you how to spray Holy Ghost insecticide through prayers)

18  Pray against satanic reinforcement (Note: the enemy of your marriage will not be happy that you’ve discovered these prayers ... and will try to stage a comeback!)

19  Pray against counterattack

20  Prayer of thanksgiving (a practical demonstration of your faith that the LORD has answered you)
Here We Go ...

**Step 1**

Start with praise worship. *Praise God and worship him with songs, even with dancing.*

**Step 2**

Read out **LOUD** these crucial Scriptures.

Psalm 2...

**Galatians 3:13,14:** Christ had redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangs on a tree:

That the blessing of Abraham might come on the gentiles through Jesus Christ; that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.

**Luke 10:19:** Behold I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you.

**Revelation 12:11:** And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony: and they loved not their lives unto the death.
**Step 3**

Go on your knees at this stage. Bring ALL your sins before the Lord. Tell him where you missed it, what you did in the past that did not bring glory to His name. Please note that it is important to mention the sins you committed one by one, and ask for His forgiveness. Also remember to confess the sins of your ancestors as well.

When you do this sincerely, the Holy Spirit will bring conviction on your heart, and remind you of what sins you need to confess and ask Him to forgive you.

If only you could see at this stage how heaven rejoices because of your coming to the Lord and asking Him to forgive you, wash you clean with the blood of Jesus, and separate you from your sins ... as far as the east is from the west.

This is crucial: You also need to receive His forgiveness by faith, knowing that His word says:

"He who covers his sins will not prosper,
But whoever confesses and forsakes them will have mercy."

*Prov 28:13*

"If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."

*1 John 1:9*

So when you ask Him to forgive you wash you clean with the blood of Jesus, it is **IMPORTANT** to receive His forgiveness with a grateful heart. And declare that you forgive yourself as well. This will come in handy when the devil tries to bring guilt and
condemnation on you in the days ahead.

**Step 4**

*Note: From this point forward, you will be standing. You don’t kneel down, until at the very end when you will be giving thanks and praises to God.*

It is time to get clear of spiritual barriers that may exist in the form of invisible covenants and curses. By breaking these invisible barriers, you destroy their legal hold on your life.

The way to do this is by praying short, simple prayers (I call them prayer bullets) over and over again. It is like using a hammer to break a piece of rock. You do it more than once ... in fact as long as it takes to get the job done.

How long should you spend praying them?

Minimum of 5 minutes on each of them.

*Please don’t allow the simplicity of these prayers to fool you. They’re deadly and devastating in action. Spend time on them.*

**Day #1**

1. I use the key of David to unlock the bowels of the earth, and to release my marriage by fire in the mighty name of Jesus.
2. I command a release of all my virtues buried in the earth now in the mighty name of Jesus.

3. Thou womb of the earth, open up now and release my marriage by fire in the name of Jesus.

4. Anything buried in the ground to hinder my marriage in this land be neutralized, be scattered by the fire of God in the mighty name of Jesus.

5. Any evil land covenant working against my marriage, break by fire and the blood of Jesus in Jesus’ name.

6. Any evil voice crying against me in the earth, be silenced forever by “It is finished” word of the Lord in Jesus’ name.

7. I reject disgrace; I bury all my shame and reproach today in the name of Jesus.

8. Any power using the dust or sand of the earth to manipulate my marriage, receive divine judgment by fire, fall down and die in the mighty name of Jesus.

9. It is written: Wherever the sole of my feet shall tread upon is given to me for a possession; therefore from today I drink the milk and honey of this land in Jesus’ name.

10. From today every good thing I touch in this land shall prosper in the mighty name of Jesus.

11. Every power firing arrows into the ground to manipulate my marriage, fall down and die in Jesus’ name.
12. Thunder and fire of God, locate and scatter every evil meeting on
   the land, in the waters, in the air against my marriage in the name
   of Jesus.

13. O earth, O earth, O earth as from this day refuse to respond to the
   instructions of my enemies in Jesus' name.

14. Evil altars in the bowels of the earth where my case has been taken
   to, be destroyed by the earthquake and thunder of the Lord in
   Jesus’ name.

15. You evil custodians of virtues in this land, I bind you with hot
   chains and fetters of God and I recover my marriage from your
   hands in Jesus’ name.

16. Any curse programmed to afflict people living in this land, break
   and release your captives for my sake in the mighty name of Jesus.

17. Serpentine powers operating freely in this land, I arrest and lock
   you up with hot chains and fetters of God in Jesus’ name.

18. Swallowing powers roaming about in this place, I bind and dispatch
   you to the pit in the mighty name of Jesus.

19. I throw down every shackle of captivity; I arise and possess my
   divine benefits in this land in the name of Jesus.

20. Instead of problems, I shall meet opportunity; instead of demotion,
   I receive 7-fold promotion in this land in the name of Jesus.
Day #2

21. I set on fire every local satanic technology used to monitor my marriage in this land in the mighty name of Jesus.

22. I neutralize every arrow fired into the ground to destroy my marriage by the power in the blood of Jesus in Jesus’ name.

23. Thou power of the grave, loose your hold upon my marriage in the mighty name of Jesus.

24. I shall not suffer loss in this land in the name of Jesus.

25. O Lord, break forth upon my enemies like a breach of water in the name of Jesus.

26. Any evil voice calling out my name in the dark be silenced by the blood of Jesus.

27. My God shall arise and all my enemies shall scatter in the name of Jesus.

28. Wherever demons, witches, spirits are gathered against my marriage, O thunder and fire of God, locate and scatter them in the name of Jesus.

Day #3

29. Every evil gate blocking my marriage in this land, be uprooted and be cast into the fire in the name of Jesus.
30. Evil gates of my father’s house working against my marriage, be uprooted and be roasted by fire in the name of Jesus.

31. Stargazers monitoring my marriage from near and afar, receive angelic slap, be consumed by worms of fire in the mighty name of Jesus.

32. Anyone reporting me to evil consultants in the land, receive divine judgment, fall down and perish in Jesus’ name.

33. Any evil consultant accepting any case against me, receive angelic slap, be consumed by worms of fire in the name of Jesus.

34. Any evil altar deliberating against my marriage, receive divine judgment, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

35. I grab the dust of the earth by faith; as I release it let it travel like missiles into the camp of all the enemies of my marriage in the name of Jesus (symbolically scoop the dust with your hands and sprinkle it in the air).

Day #4

36. Agents of darkness gathered against my marriage in the waters, be arrested and be bound by the naval angels of the Lord in Jesus’ name.

37. Evil gates in the waters standing against my family, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.
38. I use the key of David, I open the storehouses under the waters and
I release my marriage by fire in the name of Jesus.

39. I command my marital blessings to hear the word of the Lord:
Jump out of captivity and locate me now in the name of Jesus.

40. Thou Lazarus of my destiny detained in the waters, hear the word of
the Lord: Come forth now in the mighty name of Jesus.

41. I loose my marriage from the evil chains of captivity in Jesus’ name.

42. I command a release of all my virtues swallowed by the waters in
the name of Jesus.

Day #5

43. Every marine strongman standing guard over my marriage, receive
divine judgment, be bound, be roasted by fire in the name of Jesus.

44. Thou prison houses and storehouses in the waters, open up now
and release my virtues by fire in the name of Jesus.

45. Any evil covenant formed with the water in order to hinder my
marriage, break by fire and the blood of Jesus in Jesus’ name.

46. Every evil voice in the waters crying against my marriage be
47. silenced forever by the voice of the Lord in Jesus’ name.

48. I cast every marine serpent into the fire of God’s judgment in the
name of Jesus.
49. Every arrow fired into my head, jump out now and go back to your 
    sender in Jesus’ name.
50. Every arrow fired into my blood, jump out now and go back to your 
    sender in the name of Jesus.

Day #6

51. Every arrow fired into my eyes jump out now go back to your 
    sender in the name of Jesus.
52. Every arrow fired into my throat jump out now go back to your 
    sender in the name of Jesus.
53. Every arrow fired into my legs jump out now go back to your sender 
    in the name of Jesus.
54. (For women only) every arrow fired into my womb, jump out now 
    go back to your sender in the name of Jesus.
55. Every arrow fired into my marriage, jump out now go back to your 
    sender in the name of Jesus.
56. Every arrow fired into my family jump out now go back to your 
    sender in Jesus’ name.
57. Every arrow fired into my finances jump out now go back to your 
    sender in the name of Jesus.
Day #7

58. Every arrow fired into my spouse, jump out now go back to your sender in the name of Jesus.

59. Arrows circulating in my body, be arrested and be evacuated by the blood of Jesus.

60. Poisons circulating in my body, be arrested and be vaporized by fire in the name of Jesus.

61. I speak to the water in my body: Refuse to cooperate with the poison and arrows of the enemy in the name of Jesus.

62. Any power speaking evil into my blood, receive divine judgment by fire, fall down and perish in Jesus’ name.

63. Evil altars working against my marriage in the waters, receive divine judgment and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

Day #8

64. I withdraw my marriage photographs from every evil altar by fire in the name of Jesus.

65. I withdraw my marriage photographs from evil altars in the land by fire in the name of Jesus.
66. I withdraw my photographs from evil altars in the waters by fire in the name of Jesus.

67. I withdraw my photographs from evil altars at the gate in the name of Jesus.

68. I withdraw my photographs from evil altars in the heavens in the name of Jesus.

69. I withdraw my photographs from evil altars underneath the earth in the name of Jesus.

70. Blood of Jesus, wipe off every evil record about my marriage in the heavens, the earth and the waters in Jesus’ name.

71. Every marine decree against my marriage, be broken by the blood of Jesus in the mighty name of Jesus.

**Day #9**

72. Every power firing arrows into the waters to manipulate my life, perish with your arrows in the name of Jesus.

73. (With your finger pointed to the sky) I use the key of David to unlock the storehouses of the heavens and I command my portion to be released by fire in the mighty name of Jesus.

74. You spirits and powers of the air, I bind and paralyze your activities against my marriage in Jesus’ name.
75. Every ancient law programmed into the heavens to block my rainfall, be broken and be cancelled now by the power in the blood of Jesus.

76. You spirits and powers of the air, release my marital blessings by fire in the name of Jesus.

77. Any power assigned to shut my heavens and convert it to brass, receive divine judgment, fall down and perish in the name of Jesus.

78. O Lord my God, open the heavens unto me and cause it to rain abundance upon my marriage in the name of Jesus.

79. LORD, I request angelic reinforcement; let 12 legions of your military angels be dispatched to assist me in this battle in the mighty name of Jesus.

Day #10

80. Any evil voice crying against my marriage be silenced by the blood of Jesus.

81. I pull down every power of the queen of heaven working against my marriage in the name of Jesus.

82. I come against every agent of the queen of heaven in the water and in the air in the mighty name of Jesus.

83. Evil altars of the queen of heaven hindering my marriage, be consumed by the fire of God’s divine judgment in Jesus’ mighty name.
84. You the queen of heaven, I bind you with hot chains and fetters of God; I paralyze your assignment against my marriage and family in the mighty name of Jesus.

85. I trample upon your serpents and scorpions by the power and authority in the Word of God in Jesus’ name.

86. Every agent of the queen of heaven in my life, be exposed and be disgraced by fire in the name of Jesus.

87. Every avenue through which the queen of heaven has been gaining access into my home, be closed forever by the blood of Jesus.

**Day #11**

88. Thunder and fire of God, locate and scatter every occult meeting in the heavens against my marriage in the name of Jesus.

89. O Lord, rain down sulphur, brimstone and hailstone upon strange children unleashed against my marriage in Jesus’ name.

90. Let the divine carpenters of the Lord dig up and destroy every hidden foundation of witchcraft in my family line in the name of Jesus.

91. Thou principalities in my heavens, be shaken out and be overthrown by fire in the name of Jesus.
92. I speak destruction unto every root of marital destruction
programmed against my life from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

93. I speak destruction unto every root of captivity programmed against
my marriage from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

94. I speak destruction unto every root of strife programmed against
my marriage from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

95. I speak destruction unto every root of separation and divorce
programmed against my marriage from the heavens in the name of
Jesus.

Day #12

96. I speak destruction unto every root of failure programmed against
my marriage from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

97. I speak destruction unto every satanic embargo established against
my marriage from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

98. I speak destruction unto every satanic roadblock mounted against
my marriage from the heavens in the name of Jesus.

99. Any satanic blanket in the heavens covering the glory of my
marriage be consumed by the fire of God in Jesus’ name.

100. Evil hands of darkness troubling my family, be cut of now in
the name of Jesus.
101. Satanic timetable and clock ticking against my marriage, be destroyed by thunder fire of God in Jesus’ name.

102. I speak confusion of tongues into evil agreements, evil unity and evil communication against my marriage in Jesus’ name.

103. I release myself from every evil marriage in the spirit; I declare that I am married to Jesus in Jesus’ name.

Day #13

104. Thou power of God, move with military precision and take my captivity captive in the name of Jesus.

105. I break every evil marital covenant with spirit spouses by the covenant power in the blood of Jesus.

106. Anything in my life magnetizing spirit spouses to me, be consumed by the raging fire of the Lord in Jesus’ name.

107. Thou serpentine spirit spouse, I crush your head with the hammer of God; I cast you into the fire of God’s judgment in the name of Jesus.

108. Any evil power troubling the waters of my life, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

109. The height that no one has ever attained in my family line, I will reach and exceed by the power of the Holy Spirit in Jesus’ name.

110. Divine earthquake of the Lord, shake and empty my foundation of evil attachments and strangers in my marriage in the name of Jesus.

111. Arrows of affliction programmed against my life from the stars, die in the name of Jesus.

112. Arrows of separation and divorce programmed against my marriage from the moon, die by fire in the name of Jesus.
Day #14

113. Evil wedding ceremony in the dream, be consumed by fire in the name of Jesus.

113 I reject, revoke and renounce every satanic marriage in the dream by the power in the blood of Jesus.

114 declare that I am married to Jesus; let every power that attempts to drag me into evil marriages in the dream receive immediate judgment by fire in Jesus’ name.

115 Every demonic wedding ring given to me in the dream, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

116 Every demonic wedding certificate issued against me in the dream, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

117 I withdraw every marital vow made by me in the dream by the power in the blood of Jesus.

118 I set on fire every evil wedding garment and ornament in the dream in Jesus’ name.

119 Any power that has manipulated me into evil marriage in the dream, receive the judgment of fire, fall down and perish in Jesus’ name.

120 Any evil power that has gained access to my sex organs in the dream, let the anger and fury of the Lord overtake and consume you by fire in the mighty name of Jesus.

Day #15

121 Blood of Jesus, cleanse and purge my sex organs from evil deposits and plantations of darkness in Jesus’ name.

122 Let all past defeats I have suffered in the dream be converted to victory in the name of Jesus.
123 Every personality wearing the faces of my loved ones in the dream, be exposed and be disgraced by the light of God in Jesus' name.
124 I cancel every appointment with sorrow and tragedy in the dream in the name of Jesus.
125 Every satanic judgment against me in the dream, be cancelled by the blood of Jesus.
126 My vehicle of destiny shall not crash in the name of Jesus.
127 Evil consumption in the dream, be flushed out of my system by the blood of Jesus.
128 Strange children attached to my life in the dream, be roasted by fire in the name of Jesus.
129 Any covenant that I have formed with dark powers in the dream, be broken by the power in the blood of Jesus.

Day #16

130 Every evil agreement in the dream, be cancelled and be rendered null and void by the power in the covenant blood of Jesus.
131 Every dark river of marital distress flowing to me from my father's house, dry up now in the name of Jesus.
132 Every dark river of marital distress flowing to me from my mother's house, dry up now in the name of Jesus.
133 Every satanic river of marital problems from my inlaws' family, dry up by fire in the name of Jesus.
134 Evil trees of marriage destruction on both sides of the family, be uprooted, crash and burn to ashes in Jesus' name.
135 Satanic padlocks troubling my marriage, catch fire and burn to ashes in Jesus' name.
136 Every familiar spirit assigned to wreck my marriage, I bind you to each other and dispatch you to the pit of fire in Jesus' name.
Every ancestral spirit assigned to wreck my marriage, I bind you to each other and dispatch you to the pit of fire in Jesus’ name.

Every witchcraft spirit troubling my marriage, I bind you to each other and dispatch you to the pit of fire in Jesus’ name.

**Day #17**

I break and loose my marriage from every witchcraft domination and control in Jesus’ name.

You strongman of marriage destruction, the LORD rebuke you in Jesus’ name.

Every satanic law working against my marriage, be cancelled now, be replaced by the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus.

I reverse every satanic judgment against my marriage by the power in the blood of Jesus.

Witchcraft verdict against my marriage, you shall not stand, neither shall you come to pass in the name of Jesus.

Anything buried in the ground to destroy my marriage, I nullify your powers by the blood of Jesus in Jesus’ name.

**Day #18**

Anything buried in the waters against my marriage, I destroy and cancel your powers by the blood of Jesus.

Anything hanging in the air against my marriage, I command you to crash and burn to ashes in Jesus’ name.

Anything placed inside a bottle to lock up my marriage, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

Evil pronouncements made against my marriage in the air, land or sea, be cancelled by the power in the blood of Jesus.
149 Every marine property working to destroy my marriage, catch fire and burn to ashes in Jesus’ name.
150 I break and loose myself from every spiritual marriage in the dream in the name of Jesus.

Day #19

151 Every evil spiritual environment controlling my marriage, receive the judgment of Sodom and Gomorrah in Jesus’ name.
152 Any evil spiritual age group fighting my marriage, be scattered by the thunder fire of God in Jesus’ name.
153 Every evil altar upon which the virtues of my marriage have been sacrificed, receive fire, burn to ashes in Jesus’ name.
154 Every occult consultant using the dust to fight my marriage, O God arise and visit them with divine judgment in the mighty name of Jesus.
155 Every marine arrow fired into my home, jump out now, go back to your sender 7 fold in the name of Jesus.
156 Let marine agents assigned to seduce my spouse receive the arrow of fire and be paralyzed immediately in Jesus’ name.

Day #20

157 I release my marriage from witchcraft captivity of my father’s house in Jesus’ name.
158 I release my marriage from witchcraft captivity of my mother’s house in Jesus’ name.
159 O God arise and decorate my marriage with your glory in Jesus’ name.
160 O Lord, let the foundation of my marriage be built on Christ Jesus the solid rock.
LORD, I re-dedicate my marriage to you; let anything that does not glorify You be flushed out by the blood of Jesus.

**Day #21**

*Declare a day of thanksgiving unto the LORD. Praise and worship Him. Then send a good memorial offering to your church. Also sow a seed in an orphanage or a foster home that looks after orphan kids.*

**On A Final Note:**

**About Your Dreams**

**Remember Your Dreams...**

Your dreams contain coded spiritual information (as I explained in my ebook, “The Dream CODE.” This is even more so as you enter into these 21 days of high-voltage, pray-to-saturation event.

You will need to keep a journal. And carefully write down your dreams. Look them up in the Dream CODE to understand the meaning. Plus the action to take.

The seeds of your victory will most likely be given to you in a dream or vision. This is all detailed in the Dream CODE.

Every night, before you finally wind down, pray these 3 important prayer points:

1. *O Lord, surround me with your angels day and night in*
**Jesus’ name.**

2. *Let the blood of Jesus cover me now in Jesus’ name.*

3. *O Lord, surround me with your walls of fire in Jesus’ name.*

**NOTE:** I recommend that you always pray these 3 prayer points aloud every night before you go to bed.

Pray them over your loved ones. Pray them over your dreams, etc.

No matter how sleepy you feel, please make sure you pray these 3 prayer points nightly.

If you find that you are having a lot of bad dreams, please use the prayer bullets below to cancel them. **But if they persist, I suggest you get yourself a copy of the Dream CODE and go through the prayers listed there.** What you have here is a just a subset of the prayers of release from dream attacks.

1. O Lord forgive me for any sin that’s making me powerless in the dream in Jesus’ name.
2. Father Lord I bring my dream life before you.
3. Lord, I ask that you charge my dreams with your fire in Jesus’ name.
4. I break every curse issued against my dream life in the name of Jesus.
5. I break and loose myself from every dream captivity in the name of Jesus.
6. O Lord help me to draw closer to you in Jesus’ name.
7. O Lord empower me to receive divine revelations in my dreams in the name of Jesus.
8. Every satanic power controlling my dream life be overthrown by fire in the name of Jesus.
9. Every evil bird programmed into my life from my place of birth, come out now and die by fire in the name of Jesus.

10. O Lord, use my dreams to show me my divine spiritual assignment in the name of Jesus.

11. O Lord, give me dreams that will add to my life in the name of Jesus.

12. O Lord show me visions of heaven in my dreams in the name of Jesus.

13. I silence every evil voice speaking in my dreams in the name of Jesus.

14. I paralyze every satanic appearance in my dreams in Jesus’ name.

15. Dream attackers, eat your own flesh, drink your own blood in the name of Jesus.

16. Let my dreams become channels of divine revelations in Jesus’ name.

17. Every altar of dream manipulation fashioned against my life, receive divine judgment and burn to ashes in Jesus’ name.

18. Every strongman in my dreams, be arrested, be bound by hot chains and fetters of God in Jesus’ name.

19. You strongman in my dreams, I release the fire of God against you, die and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

20. Witchcraft dreams, clear away by fire in the name of Jesus.

21. Every satanic arrow fired into my life in the dream, come out now and go back to your sender in Jesus’ name.

22. Satanic animals appearing in my dreams, catch fire and burn to ashes in the name of Jesus.

23. I withdraw my soul from the cage of witchcraft in the name of Jesus.

24. I withdraw my glory from every marine coven in the waters in Jesus’ name.

25. Let the weapons of warfare of my enemies turn against them in the name of Jesus.
26. I wipe off my name from every register of darkness in Jesus’ name.
27. Every power mobilizing to attack my progress, be scattered by thunder and fire in the name of Jesus.
28. I refuse to be numbered among the dead; my enemies shall die in my place in the name of Jesus.
29. Any satanic priest ministering at any altar of darkness against my destiny, be arrested by the fire of God in Jesus’ name.
30. Every satanic audience gathered to see my downfall, receive the fire of God and be scattered without remedy in Jesus’ name.
31. O God arise, and disappoint the enterprise of the wicked against my life in Jesus’ name.
32. Let every evil expectation concerning my life receive double disappointment in Jesus’ name.
33. Every voice of darkness issuing curses against my life in the dream, be silenced by the blood of Jesus.
34. Every power drinking the milk and honey of my life through sex in the dream, vomit them now and die in the name of Jesus.
35. Every power, spirit or personality assigned to drink my blood in the dream, O God arise, feed them with their own flesh and their own blood in Jesus’ name.
36. I shall not be afraid for the terror by night in the name of Jesus.
37. The pestilence that walks in darkness shall not prosper in my life in the name of Jesus.
38. O Lord, begin to recompense tribulation to those that trouble my dreams in the name of Jesus.
39. Every dream of demotion, you shall not stand neither shall you come to pass in the mighty name of Jesus.
40. Every dream of poverty, you shall not stand neither shall you come to pass in the mighty name of Jesus.
41. Every dream of stagnancy, you shall not stand neither shall you come to pass in the mighty name of Jesus.
42. Every dream of backwardness, you shall not stand neither shall you come to pass in the mighty name of Jesus.
43. Satanic bullets fired against my destiny in the dream, you shall not land, go back to your sender in the name of Jesus.
44. Every demon idol programmed to fight me in the dream, you shall not locate my address, go back and destroy your sender in Jesus’ name.
45. Every evil power demanding for my worship in the dream, receive the raging fire of God’s judgment and be consumed in Jesus’ name.
46. Evil wedding ceremony in the dream, be consumed by fire in the name of Jesus.
47. I reject, revoke and renounce every satanic marriage in the dream by the power in the blood of Jesus.
48. I declare that I am married to Jesus; let every power that attempts to drag me into evil marriages in the dream receive immediate judgment by fire in Jesus’ name.